Interior Cleaning  Hotels
Ease your staff workload. Shorten room cleaning times.
Increase room cleanliness. Increase customer satisfaction.
All hotels have bedrooms with floors, bathtubs and showers to clean, but the strain
on being on one’s hands and knees or reaching above the housekeeper’s head, is
exhausting. However, Dakota Supplies has a solution, the moppittTM.
The moppitt™ compact, lightweight and efficient design provides housekeepers an
extendable handle that can be used with the cleaning pads infused with the hotels
cleaning liquids of choice (e.g. floor or window cleaner), or used as a dry pad for
dusting. The ergonomic design allows the cleaning pad to pivot and is able to get
into tight corners, around curved surfaces and high-touch areas. The cleaning pads
can also be used with the hand-held mini for cleaning desks, table-tops or other hard
surfaces. Used pads are can be ejected without touching the pad into the wash bag
to be laundered, and re-used.

Address the mess in these simple steps
INFUSE PADS
WITH CLEANING
LIQUID
use wet or dry

ATTACH
CLEANING PAD
use extendablepole or hand held

CLEAN MESS
without touching
mess

EJECT WASHABLE
PAD INTO LAUNDRY
without
touching pad
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About our Product
Cost Savings | Increased Safety | Better Productivity | Reputation Management | Sustainability
Cleaning Pads & Extendable Pole & Hand Held

Cost Savings
Reduce staff sickness, improve
working conditions for your
housekeepers, use fewer paper
products and put aside the
ineffective old-style mops. Save
wear and tear on your
company's valuable assets.

Cleaning pads are Infused with cleaning fluid of choice, and can be used
with the Extendable Pole, or as a Hand-Held unit to clean hard surfaces,
mirrors, walls, desks, and bathrooms. Cleaning pad are washable, and
come stacked in a reusable container and can be used wet or dry.

Safety
Reduce slips, trips and falls
of staff and guests. Ensure
staff don't have to touch
the unsanitary mess or get
down on hands and knees
to clean.

Productivity

Pre-Infused Cleaning Cartridges, Dispenser
Mop and Storage Bag

Increase employee
morale and enhance
their work environment
by better equipping staff
to maintain standards.

The moppittTM cleaning cartridges come pre-moistened
with cleaning liquid. The Dispenser holds multiple premoistened cleaning cartridges inside. The storage bag
protects the unit and has storage for extra cartridges.

Reputation
Management
Increase customer service
and maintain the brand of
your company with
improved cleanliness and
hygiene.

Sustainability
Pads are washable
and are infused with
cleaning fluid of choice.

About Dakota
Dakota Supplies Inc. based in Calgary, is a privately-owned corporation specializing in designing innovative products for a variety of
industries including commercial transportation, emergency medical services, and home consumers. The moppitt™ family of cleaning products
were designed specifically to address occupational health and safety.
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